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n  Gluco-meter or Pressure meter readings transferred to Mobile device (Android) via bluetooth. 

n  Panacea-Tec mobile app reads those data and sends to central database using java web service. 

n  User can view the report, reading details using Panacea-Tec web application. 

n  User can manage the reading, caregivers / Professional caregivers, profile and lifestyle. 

n  Technologies: Java, Spring, Hybernate, PostGresSql, HTML, Twitter bootstarp 
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Panacea– Tec 
Technology: Java 
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§  An interactive web portal developed using the Day Communiqué Content Management system to facilitate 
easy means of content administration and publishing by the content authors. 

§  The project involves providing a reliable means of implementing the teaser logic, internationalization, user 
management from the content authors’ and end users’ perspective and easy storage and retrieval of 
media content. 

§  The solution is browser based and available over the internet to all users world wide in addition to the 
company partners. 

§  Technologies: Java, JSP, ESP, HTML, CSS, JQuery, MySQL 

GFT Website – new look re-launched 
Technology: Java 
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§  This website shows kuechen-arena’s detail, products and offer . 

§  Developed using Drupal CMS along with modules such as google map, contact form and so on. 

§  Technologies: Drupal, MySQL, HTML5, CSS3, Jquery 

§  Website: http://www.kuechen-arena.de/ 

Kuechen - Arena 
Technology: PHP 
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§  Ordering Online System is used to order food items via online, outlets or callcentres. 

§  Developed using PHP framework Kohana. 

§  Technologies: PHP, Kohana framework, MySQL, HTML5, CSS3, Jquery 

§  Website: http://canadian-pizza.com/ 

Ordering Online System 
Technology: PHP 
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§  A tool helps to automate the informations for employment background check . 

§  Developed using PHP framework Kohana. 

§  Technologies: PHP, Kohana framework, MySQL, HTML5, CSS3, Jquery 

§  Website: http://www.verifitech.com/ 

Verifitech – Verfication Tool 
Technology: PHP 
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n  Sales Management web application provides facility for maintaining details of product, retailers, 
sales person, sales target, incentives, reports and focuses sales activities. 

n  Sales person uses Android App in Tab for their sales activities such as order for retailers, their 
sales target, tour itinerary. 

n  Technologies: PHP, Kohana framework, MySQL, HTML, Bootstrap JS, JQuery, CSS 

n  http://119.226.99.172:9001/lavik/ 

n  Username: admin 

n  Password: welcome 

 

Sales Application 
Technology: PHP 
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n  This application helps the farmers to make area navigation and measure the size of the area. 

n  Farmer uses Android App to navigate the area and its latitude and longitude will be transferred to 
the centralized database. 

n  Technologies: PHP, Kohana framework, MySQL, HTML, Bootstrap JS, JQuery, CSS 

n  http://rsclgroup.in:81/rsclfarmer/ 

n  Username: admin 

n  Password: rscladmin 

 

Cane App 
Technology: PHP 
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n  DMS web application provides ease of managing documents based on customized categories with 
custom fields and reminders for documents. 

n  Documents can be searched based on category or global search. 

n  Technologies: PHP, MySQL, HTML5, Bootstrap JS, CSS3, JQuery 
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Document Management System 
Technology: PHP 
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§  This website shows detail about JetPat services for Customers and Medical Stores. 

§  Developed using Wordpress CMS along with plugin such as Testimonials, shortcode, slider, 
contact form and so on. 

§  Technologies: Wordpress, MySQL, HTML5, CSS3, Jquery 

§  Website: http://www.jetpat.com/ 

 

JetPat Website 
Technology: PHP 
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n  Two applications for medical store (JetPatRay) and their customers (JetPat) and available for 
android mobile user and web users 

n  JetPat: Customers can search nearest medical stores and request medicines by upload scanned 
copy of the prescription. 

n  JetPatRay: Stores can get the notification and they can respond for their customer’s request. Also 
they can place a order to whole sale dealers. 

n  Technologies: Kohana PHP, backbone.js, MySQL 

 

JetPat 
Technology: PHP 
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n  Website for organizing courses, managing question banks. 

n  A dynamic website using Wordpress CMS to manage the content and information for GRT website. 

n  Combination of CMS and e-learning platform called Joomdle used to organize the complete web 
portal features such as courses, test, user management, certification, audit logs, reports and 
publishing web contents. 

n  Technologies: PHP, wordpress, Joomdle, MySQL 

n  Website: http://www.grt-consulting.com/ 

 

GRT-Consulting Website 
Technology: PHP 
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n  TREAT web application is a cluster of various industries or factories and provides facilities and 
availability of machineries, equipments and other services from this community. 

n  Members can access this portal and avail the service by requesting equipments or services within 
this cluster. 

n  Also members can manage and publish their activities. 

n  Technologies: Java, Spring, Hybernate, MySQL, HTML5, CSS3, JQuery 
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Treat Web Technology 
Technology: JAVA 
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n  INTECH web application is the combination of ticketing system and stock maintenance. 

n  It has customized workflow with user roles that handles ticket/support services, purchase request, 
approval, purchase order and deliver the service. 

n  Technologies: Java, Spring, Hybernate, MySQL, HTML5, CSS3, JQuery 
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INTECH Web application 
Technology: JAVA 
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n  TheAnswerPad web application focuses answer sheet for schools in interactive manner(Students 
in BYOD environment). 

n  Teacher can asses and track students activity. Students can interact with answer sheet using 
computer or iPad. 

n  Technologies: Kohana PHP, backbone.js, MySQL 

 

TAPit 
Technology: PHP 
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n  Mobile web application for downloading games thro scratch card numbers. 

n  Admin website provides features for scratch card generation, generate CSV files for print card and 
report, game upload, audit games and download activities based on countries and OS. 

n  Mobile web application and game download supports Android, blackberry and java based mobile 
phones. 

n  Technologies: PHP, MySQL, Tera-WURFL, CSS/Resposive layout  

 

Thumbstar 
Technology: PHP 
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Course Finder Website 
Technology: PHP 

•  Töchter & Söhne is a new service, aiming to become a complete information portal for people who 
      care for elderly family members. 
•  As a first step, the website shall offer a (brick and mortar) course database for the target group. 
•  The website is to be developed from scratch. No previous version exists. A first content collection is 
      started in a Google Spreadsheet and needs to be imported to the web database at some point. 
•  The website is available in German only. 
•  Technologies: PHP, MySQL, CSS/Resposive layout  
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n  Hauptstadtmutti.de website is a wordpress blog about fashions for Mom. 

n  Re-launched with responsive layout. 

n  Technologies: Wordpress, MySQL, HTML5, CSS3, JQuery 
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Hauptstadtmutti 
Technology: PHP 
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n  Blog website for emagine.org developed using wordpress. 

n  Author can post an article and easily publish. 

n  Technologies: Wordpress, MySQL, HTML5, CSS3, JQuery 
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Emagine blog 
Technology: PHP 
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§  This website shows detail about Trichy Marathon 2015. 

§  Developed using Wordpress CMS along with plugin such as Countdown timer, shortcode, 
slider, contact form and so on. 

§  Technologies: Wordpress, MySQL, HTML5, CSS3, Jquery 

§  Website: http://www.trichymarathon.com/ 

 

Trichy Marathon 2015 
Technology: PHP 
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§  This website shows detail about event for Young Indians. 

§  Developed using Wordpress CMS along with plugin such as buddypress, shortcode, slider, 
contact form and so on. 

§  Technologies: Wordpress, MySQL, HTML5, CSS3, Jquery 

§  Website: http://www.yutry.in/ 

Yutry Website 
Technology: PHP 
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EventsTiger Website 
Technology: PHP 

§  This website will be a platform for event attendees and organizers. Events related to all 
categories and venues for the events can be searched based on user preference. All paid and 
free events will be displayed. It also provides users with options to purchase tickets, rate 
events, provide user reviews for each event and venue. Event organizers can create events, 
tickets and promote events. 

§  Events based on premium or free would be provided as a separate page where the event 
organizer (Premium) can customize it with information regarding the event. 

§  Technologies: Cake PHP, MySQL, HTML5, CSS3, JQuery 
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